Four implicit potential energy surfaces (PESs) with specific-reaction-parameters (SRP) are developed and tested for the reaction CH 4 + H → CH 3 + H 2 . The first is called 
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I. INTRODUCTION
The reaction H + CH 4 → H 2 + CH 3 (1)
is an important reaction in combustion 1 and also serves as a prototype for radical reactions with hydrocarbons. This reaction is a subject of intense current interest for two reasons. First, Bowman et al. 2 have recently presented an apparently accurate dynamical calculation of the rate constants for a potential energy surface (PES) proposed by Jordan and Gilbert, 3 and we 4 have shown that this quantum mechanical dynamical calculation can be well reproduced by canonical variational theory 5, 6 with the small-curvature tunneling approximation 7 (CVT/SCT) and the harmonic approximation in curvilinear coordinates 8, 9 for vibrations on the same PES. If an accurate PES were available, the methods used in these calculations could apparently be used to predict accurate rate constants. Second, Sutherland et al. 10 have recently re-analyzed the experimental data for reaction (1) and its reverse in light of new thermodynamic data 11 for the heat of formation of methyl radical, and they were able to accommodate the best previous kinetic data [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] and their own new data 10 The construction of analytic PESs is time-consuming and difficult, so we prefer when possible, to use direct dynamics with parameterized electronic structure methods.
In direct dynamics, the PES is implicitly defined by an electronic structure level (including basis set specification) that is used to provide energies, gradients, and Hessians to the dynamics calculations on the fly. 18 In the present paper we report a study of reaction (1) in which we test four new specific-reaction-parameter (SRP) approaches to create an implicit PES for reaction (1) .
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The four SRP approaches we test are called MPWX, MCOMP2-SRP, MC-QCISD-SRP, and MCG3-SRP. We notice here that MPWX is based on the mPW hybrid density functional 19 that has been shown to be especially powerful for kinetics. 20, 21 The other three SRP methods are all based on multi-coefficient correlation methods (MCCMs). [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] As part of the present study we will propose 14.8 kcal/mol as an empirical value for the classical barrier of reaction (1) . All four SRP surfaces that we test below will have this empirical barrier height. Thus, by comparing these four surfaces we will be testing the effect of their difference in shape without varying the critical barrier height.
Section II presents the implicit PESs. Section III summarizes the dynamics method. Section IV presents the calculated rate constants and compares them to experiment. Section V contains concluding remarks.
II. POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACE
II.A. Background on methods
Recently, a hybrid density functional method MPW1K has been parameterized to provide potential energy data for kinetics calculations. 20, 21 In this method, the percentage of Hartree-Fock (HF) exchange is optimized to 42.8%. Its high performanceto-price ratio is impressive and makes it very promising for VTST calculations or quantum dynamics calculations. 2, [27] [28] [29] [30] A general scheme to improve the accuracy of the MPW1K surface for a specific reaction is to vary the percentage of HF exchange until dynamics calculations carried on the new surface yield better agreement with the experimental rate constants. In the present paper, we will present dynamics calculations based on a parameterized MPWX surface, which agrees well with a more reliable experimental measurement 10 for reaction (1) . Another hybrid density function method called BH&HLYP has been used in previous work 31 for rate calculations for reaction (1) .
BH&HLYP is similar to MPW1K but uses different gradient-correction functionals and sets the percentage of HF exchange to 50%. The authors actually scaled the potential energy by a factor of 1.175 in their calculations employing BH&HLYP. 31 However, 3 because of the inaccuracy of the old experiments, the validity of BH&HLYP surface needs to be re-assessed, and the present paper will do so.
A series of multi-coefficient correlation methods (MCCMs) has been developed to extrapolate electronic structure calculations to include the effects of full configuration interactions and an infinite basis set. Three MCCMs studied here are (i) MCCM-CO-MP2;MG3;6-31+G(d), 22, 23 , (ii) MC-QCISD 22 , and (iii) MCG3 [24] [25] [26] ; these are among the highly recommended methods 22 and have been shown to be able to provide reasonably accurate potential energy information with affordable cost for medium-and large-sized systems. In the present paper, we label the MCCM-CO-MP2;MG3;6-31+G(d) method 22 as MCOMP2 for the convenience of discussion. The MCOMP2 and MC-QCISD methods are constructed from a linear combination of four components obtained from single "theory level/basis set" calculations, and the highest levels in MCOMP2 and MC-QCISD are MP2 and QCISD respectively. MCG3 is a higher-level method, which contains a linear combination of eight components and is recommended as the best MCCM method available because of its high accuracy in predicting the binding energies and geometries for various molecules. [24] [25] [26] In the SRP approaches proposed in this paper, the coefficients of the linear combinations for above MCCMs can be varied to obtain a more realistic barrier height or dynamics results that agree better with experiments. We note that an advantage of MCCM methods is that one can optimize geometries (including transition states) at the multi-level level, 26 and in this paper we use this feature, thereby avoiding the disadvantages of using single-point energies at lowerlevel geometries.
In next section, we will present procedures for varying the parameters in the MPW1K, MCOMP2, MC-QCISD, and MCG3 methods to obtain surfaces with a classical barrier of 14.8 kcal/mol, which was arrived at by comparing the rate constant predictions of a series of calculations with preliminary SRP surfaces to the experimental rate constants. We will not present full details of these preliminary calculations, but instead we present full sets of results with the four final SRP surfaces. 
II.B. Parameterization of the SRP surfaces
In the standard methods mentioned above, the percentage of HF exchange or the values of the multilevel coefficients are optimized against a training set. These parameters are labeled as global parameters (GP). One attempts to ensure the physical soundness of the global parameters by careful selection of the training set and by the accuracy of the thermodynamics data present in the database. When we study a specific chemical reaction, an improvement can be made by fitting a set of specific reaction parameters (SRP) against experimental data available for that specific reaction. The advantage of the SRP approach is that a set of carefully constructed specific reaction parameters close to the global parameters will, at the same time, both inherit the physical significance of the global parameters and give a better prediction for the specific reaction.
First we consider varying the parameters in the MPW1K method. In this method, the one parameter adjusted for kinetics is the percentage of HF exchange, which is set to 42.8% in the general parameterization. 20 necessarily has a more accurate barrier height). Thus, we will limit our discussion in the text to the MPW60 surface. The dynamics results for MPW58 can be found in the supporting information 33 for readers with specialized interests.
The parameterizations of three MCCMs surface are more complicated. In each case we adjust two parameters not only to obtain a barrier of 14.8 kcal/mol but also to have a classical endoergicity ∆E of 3.3 kcal/mol. This proposed endoergicity is obtained from eqs. (2) to (4) as follows:
where denotes a standard enthalpy change of reaction at 0 K, D 0 and ZPE denote the 0 K dissociation energy and the zero-point-energy respectively, and ∆E denotes the Born-Oppenheimer energy of reaction. The experimental data 11, 34, 35 for quantities involved in eqs. (2) to (4) are listed in Table 1 . The dissociation energy of CH 3 -H is obtained from a recent measurement where the heat of formation of the methyl group is re-evaluated. 11 Because the experimental ZPE for the CH 3 molecule is not available, we estimate it semiempirically from the experimental ZPE of CH 4 and scaled MP2/cc-pVDZ harmonic vibrational frequencies. Since the ZPE of a molecule is not a direct observable, it is obtained by using an anharmonic spectroscopic fit 36 to the experimental energy level spacings; such a fit then yields the ZPE. The scaling factor α for the MP2/cc-pVDZ calculations is calculated as the ratio of the experimental ZPE 34 of CH 4 to the ZPE of
0 0
CH 4 calculated at the MP2/cc-pVDZ level using eq. (5), and ZPE of CH 3 is computed using eq. (6):
The resulting value of the scale factor is 0.9726, which is similar to an average value of 0.9790 determined previously 37 from a training set of 13 molecules.
Because of the similarity in the parameterization of MCOMP2, MC-QCISD, and MCG3, here we only present the details of obtaining the MC-QCISD-SRP parameterization as an example. For the purpose of brevity, in the following discussions, we will use the pipe "|" notation developed in our previous studies 22, 23 , which is defined by eqs. (7)- (9):
where L1 and L2 denote levels of theory, B1 and B2 denote basis sets. Then the MC-QCISD energy can be expressed as: 22 
E(MC-QCISD)
where c 0 −c 3 are called multilevel coefficients. The SRP fitting is accomplished as follows. First, we start from the MC-QCISD minimal version global parameters (MC-QCISD-v2m-GP), 22 and we optimize all stationary points (reactants, products, and the saddle point) using the multilevel optimization algorithm. 26 We describe this preliminary procedure as MC-QCISD-v2m-GP//ML. Here the notation "//ML" is used to denote that the geometries are obtained by the corresponding multilevel method on the left side of the double slash. 26 The MC-QCISD-v2m-GP//ML surface has a classical forward barrier height of 15.4 kcal/mol and a reaction energy of 2.1 kcal/mol as shown in Table 4 .
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Because the MC-QCISD energy is a linear combination of four components, the forward barrier height at a given set of geometries can be expressed as the linear combinations of the barrier height components weighted by the four multilevel coefficients from c 0 to c 3 .
The reaction endoergicity can also be expressed as a linear combination of the results at the individual levels. In actuality the geometries depend on level, but that detail is ignored during the parameterization. We fix the first coefficient, namely c 0 in GP, which corresponds to the HF part of the energy with a small basis set, to maintain the stability of the physical sense obtained from the GP. Then, we chose two of the remaining three In dynamics calculations carried on the MC-QCISD-SRP surface, all stationary points are re-optimized at the MC-QCISD-SRP//ML level. Our calculation shows that even though the parameterization is carried out at MC-QCISD-v2m-GP//ML geometries, use of the geometries re-optimized with SRP does not perturb the barrier height and the reaction energy by more than 0.02 kcal/mol, which is not surprising considering the small size of the deviation of SRP from GP.
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The parameterizations of MCOMP2 and MCG3 follow the same procedure that we have just presented for MC-QCISD. An important difference in the parameterization of MCG3 is that we start from the MCG3 seimiglobal parameters 38 (SGP) instead of from the global parameters (v2m-GP). 22 Because this semiglobal parameterized version of MCG3 method was optimized for C x H y O z training set molecules, we label it as MCG3-CHO-SGP. (The SGP was previously called SRP, where SRP denoted specific-range parameters. In the present paper, to avoid confusion, we use SRP only to denote specificreaction parameters, and specific-range parameters are labeled as SGP.) All coefficients for MCOMP2, MC-QCISD, and MCG3, both in the SRP and GP versions (CHO semiglobal version for MCG3), are listed in Table 2 .
III. DETAILS OF DYNAMICS CALCULATIONS
The scaling mass for all coordinates is set equal to 1 amu. The minimum energy path (MEP) in isoinertial coordinates is followed by the Euler steepest-descent method combined with reorientation of the dividing surface (ESD/RODS) algorithm 39, 40 in a gradient step size of 0.01 a 0 and with the Hessian being calculated every 9 steps. In the present study, a converged reaction path is calculated from −1.5 a 0 on the reactant side to +1.5 a 0 on the product side. The generalized normal mode analysis of vibrations at Hessian points along the reaction path is implemented using a set of redundant curvilinear internal coordinates. 8, 9 The vibrational frequencies for reactants and products are also calculated in internal coordinates, which are obtained by splitting the whole set of redundant curvilinear internal coordinates into corresponding sub-sets applicable to each species. The reaction rate constants are calculated using canonical variational theory (CVT) 5, 6 with multidimensional tunneling in the small-curvature tunneling (SCT) 7 approximation. The details of CVT/SCT calculations can be found elsewhere. [5] [6] [7] 41 All dynamics calculations on multilevel implicit potential energy surfaces are done using the computer program MULTILEVELRATE, 42 which interfaces the VTST/multidimensionaltunneling program POLYRATE 43 to the electronic structure program MULTILEVEL. 44 The 9 calculations on MPWX surfaces are carried out using GAUSSRATE. 45 All single-level electronic structure calculations are carried out with GAUSSIAN98. 46
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
IV. A. Stationary point properties
Before considering the full potential energy surface we first consider several calculations of the stationary points, i.e., the reactants, saddle point, and products. We will present results obtained by several standard methods (MPW1K, 20 MCOMP2, 22, 23 MC-QCISD, 22 MCG3 [24] [25] [26] , and MCG2 24, 25 ) as well as the SRP surfaces based on changing parameters in the MPW1K, MCOMP2, MC-QCISD, and MCG3 methods.
Note that in this paper the standard MCCMs labeled without any suffix implicitly denote the corresponding methods using the version-2 minimal global parameters (v2m-GP) developed previously. 22 The transition state geometries and vibrational frequencies are shown in Table 3 . The barrier heights, and reaction energies and the ZPE of stationary points are given in Table 4 . The vibrational frequencies for reactants and products are listed in Table 5 .
For systems that do not contain any atoms heavier than F, our most accurate MCCM method is MCG2. 24, 25 Even though its high cost makes it impractical to perform dynamics calculations on this surface, we will still present the stationary points on the MCG2 surface as a benchmark to examine the accuracy of other MCCMs investigated in the present paper. Several other investigations on reaction (1) applying ab initio electronic structure methods have been reported in literature. 31, 32, 47, 48 From those works, we select three for comparison: (1) a hybrid HF density functional method with 50% HF exchange, namely BH&HLYP, 31 in which a different gradient-corrected exchange functional and correlation functional from the MPWX method is used, and other two high level post-HF methods, (2) QCISD/6-311G(d,p) 47 and (3) CCSD(T)/cc-VQZ. 32 The latter method is the highest single-level calculation reported previously for the CH 4 + H system. We also list the results of these calculations in Tables 3-5 for comparison.
Note that results of a more complete "double slash" calculation are available at the CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ//CCSD(T)/cc-VQZ level. 32 However, in the investigation of stationary points, we select the corresponding "single slash" method at the CCSD(T)/cc-VQZ level as the highest level for comparison because all stationary point geometries and vibrational frequencies are obtained from that latter level.
IV.A.1. Transition state geometries and imaginary frequencies
The key geometric parameters we investigate are the length of the breaking-bond (C-H) and that of the making-bond (H-H) in the transition state of CH 4 + H. These are sensitive indicators of the location of the saddle point and hence are correlated with the barrier height to some extent. We also include the sum of the bond lengths of the breaking-and making-bonds in our discussion; this quantity is called perpendicular looseness, and it measures the looseness of the transition state structure in a direction perpendicular to the reaction coordinate. 21 In our previous work, a multilevel optimization algorithm applied to multilevel methods such as MCG3 and MC-QCISD has proved to be able to provide accurate prediction of geometries for stable molecules 26 and for transition states. 49 In the present work, for the saddle point, MCG3 gives an H-H making-bond distance In the listed methods, the MCOMP2 method displays the most systematic errors in the transition state geometries by underestimating both the breaking-bond and the making-bond distances, hence giving a smaller perpendicular looseness, corresponding to a tight transition state. This underestimate possibly comes from the bad geometry predictions 22 of the MP2 component.
The systematic error in MCOMP2 method is also reflected in the imaginary frequencies of the saddle point. Both MCOMP2 and MCOMP2-SRP surfaces give an imaginary frequency around 1550i cm −1 , while for other MCCMs examined in this paper, this quantity ranges from 1332i to 1480i cm −1 . Hybrid HF density functional methods tend to give a lower imaginary frequency than ab initio methods. By increasing the percentage of HF exchange, this imaginary frequency is also increased. For example, the MPW1K surface in which the HF exchange is set to 42.8% has an imaginary frequency of 1302i cm −1 , while in MPW60, with HF exchange increased to 60%, the imaginary frequency is increased to 1458i cm −1 . The imaginary frequency for BH&HLYP, in which HF exchange is weighted 50%, is 1411i cm −1 , which is between MPW1K and MPW60. Even though it uses a different gradient-corrected exchange and correlation functional than the MPWX series, the general trend is that mixing in a higher percentage of HF exchange introduces a high imaginary frequency. Too high of an imaginary frequency would indicate too large of a negative force constant for the reaction coordinate mode at the saddle point and hence too thin of a barrier, which would introduce systematic overestimates of the tunneling probability in dynamics calculations.
Our best estimate of the imaginary frequency would be between 1300i and 1500i cm −1 .
All our proposed SRP methods except MCOMP2-SRP have imaginary frequencies falling into this range. Table 4 shows forward barrier heights (V f ‡ ) and reverse barrier heights (V r ‡ ) on the proposed SRP surfaces. MPW1K and BH&HLYP give forward barrier heights of 13.3 and 12.6 kcal/mol; both are lower than our best estimate. We found that pure density functional methods (such as BLYP 50 and mPWPW91 19 ) tend to underestimate the reaction barrier heights. 20 On the other hand, HF theory usually overestimates the barrier heights. In our hybrid HF-density-functional methods with SRP, the barrier height is adjusted so that the rate constants for reaction (1) HF exchange already has a higher barrier height than BH&HLYP with 50% HF exchange.
IV.A.2. Barrier heights
A high percentage of HF exchange has disadvantages as a trade-off for the improvement in the prediction of the reaction barrier height. First, the accuracy of prediction of binding energies might be diminished, and hence the prediction of the energy of reaction may deteriorate. To examine whether the proposed forward barrier height of the MPW60 method is accurate and to provide the most accurate possible implicit PES for this important prototype reaction, we also developed three SRP surfaces based on MCCMs with the same barrier height of 14.8 kcal/mol. For MCCM methods in which we vary more than one parameter, the parameterization strategy described above allows us to get the proposed forward barrier height and the correct reaction energy at the same time. This provides us with an opportunity to examine the effect of the different shapes of four surfaces with the same critical barrier height by comparing their dynamics predictions. The second negative effect of too much HF exchange is that the vibrational frequencies may be too high, as well as giving too high of an imaginary frequency. The first effect may prevent us from getting the correct reverse barrier heights even if we adjust the forward barrier height to a reasonable value. The high frequency effects may be masked because of cancellations of ZPE for both reactants and the transition state; we will return to this point in the next subsection.
As mentioned above, we propose our best estimate of the barrier height of reaction (1) frequencies by a factor smaller than one, and such scaling is also expected to improve dynamics predictions. For example, we find that dynamics calculations carried out on the MPW60 surface using frequencies scaled by 0.96 reproduce experimental rate constants better than using unscaled frequencies on the same surface. 33 Most multilevel methods in Table 5 give good frequencies, except that the MCOMP2 and the MCOMP2-SRP surfaces overestimate the frequencies. The major reason for this overestimate is that in MCOMP2 the extrapolation to include electron correlation is truncated at the MP2 level. Frequencies at the MP2 level are expected to be overestimated by about 5%. 52 
IV.C. Reaction rate constants
Reaction rate constants for 250−2400 K obtained from dynamical calculations based on four SRP surfaces and corresponding experimental values are given in Table 6 . To analyze the variational and tunneling effects, we list rate constants for several dynamical the TST rate on our proposed SRP surfaces; this shows the variational effects in dynamics calculations carried on these surfaces. Additionally, we compute the ratio of the CVT/SCT rate to the CVT rate to elucidate the relative role of tunneling contributions. Those ratios of rate constants are presented in Table 7 . Table 6 shows that the MPW60 surface predicts dynamics results in good agreement with experiment over the whole temperature range. The deviation from experiment is no more than 13%, except for deviations of -26% and -22% at the two low-temperature points. Considering the possibility of inaccurate extrapolations over insufficient experimental points at low temperatures, our dynamics calculations on the MPW60 surface are judged successful. We also note that the rate constants on the MPW60 surface are actually underestimated over the temperature region in the present study, which indicates that a reduced barrier height lower than 14.8 kcal/mol may further improve the dynamics results. A better dynamics result can be obtained on the MPW58
surface with a barrier height of 14.6 kcal/mol. 33 The MCOMP2-SRP surface tends to overestimate the rate constants over the whole temperature region under investigation, suggesting (if it were the best calculation we have) that the actual barrier may be a little higher than 14.8 kcal/mol. However, MCOMP2-SRP makes a better prediction than other methods at lower temperatures. We ascribe this to an overestimate of the tunneling on MCOMP2 surface because it has a thin barrier with a high imaginary frequency at the saddle point. The quantitative evidence of this overestimate of tunneling can be seen from the ratio of the CVT/SCT rate to the CVT rate on the MCOMP2-SRP surface in Table 7 .
The dynamics behavior on the MC-QCISD-SRP surface shows a different trend than that on MPW60 or MCOMP2-SRP surfaces. It underestimates the rates at low temperatures but overestimates the rates at high temperatures.
The MCG3-SRP surface is the highest-level method of the four SRP surface candidates. We have observed from the above discussion that MCG3-SRP surface can provide good saddle point geometries and is able to reproduce vibrational frequencies at stationary points in agreement both with the most complete single-level calculation and with experiments. The performance of the dynamics calculations on this surface is also encouraging, especially its ability to predict the rate constants at low temperatures. The deviations from experiment at 348 and 400 K are only -13% and -11% respectively. The average deviation of the MCG3-SRP rate constants from experiment is 14% for 348−800 K, 23% for 900−1500 K, and 15% for 1600−1950 K, for an overall average of 17%.
In the low-temperature region, tunneling effects are expected to be prominent, and indeed we do find large tunneling there. In particular, Table 6 shows that both TST and CVT without tunneling contributions give poor predictions of the reaction rate at low temperatures. The ratio k CVT/SCT /k CVT for MCG3-SRP is 41.0, 11.3, 10.9, and 5.4 at 250, 298, 300, and 348 K, respectively.
IV. D. Activation energy E a
The activation energies E a are calculated from rate constants at two temperatures:
where R is the gas constant, T 1 and T 2 are a pair of temperatures, and k(T 1 ) and k(T 2 ) are the rate constant at each temperature. To investigate the temperature dependence of dynamics calculations carried out on various PESs, we examine such two-point activation energies over the temperature range from 250−2400 K. The results are given in Table 8 .
For a systematic and meaningful comparison, experiment activation energies are calculated in precisely the same way using the experimental rate constant expression (2) and are also shown in Table 8 .
Over a wide temperature region, the phenomenological activation energy varies from ~9 kcal/mol up to ~20 kcal/mol. This variation results from the concave shape of ) (
the Arrhenius curves. There is a dangerous assumption in many papers that the experimental activation energy provides a good indicator of the classical reaction barrier height. In light of the large temperature dependence of the activation energy, one sees that it is inappropriate to adjust the classical barrier height in a dynamics calculation to agree with the activation energy reported experimentally.
The temperature dependence of the phenomenological E a is usually called "Arrhenius curvature". Table 8 shows that the experimental E a rises by 4.5 kcal/mol from 348−800 K to 800−1950 K. In contrast our four SRP values are all in the range of 3.7−4.0 kcal/mol. Thus, theory gives less curvature than experiment, which is also evident in Figure 3 . Adding recrossing in a transmission coefficient would lower the predicted rate constants more at high T than at low T and decrease the predicted curvature. Thus the main possibilities for why theory underestimates the curvature are: (i) lack of explicit anharmonicity in the theory, (ii) not enough tunneling in the theory either due to the use of the SCT approximation or due to the PES shape, (iii) inaccuracies in the experiment or the fit to experiment. This is clearly a very important issue to understand (since extrapolation of limited data to a wider temperature range is a key role that theory can play), and further work to understand it would be very desirable.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this work, we have developed four implicit potential energy surfaces with specific reaction parameters (SRP) for the reaction CH 4 + H → CH 3 + H 2 based on hybrid HF density functional theory and multi-coefficient correlation methods. All four SRP surfaces have the same classical barrier height of 14.8 kcal/mol, which is our best estimate for this reaction. The parameterizations of three of the surfaces are also designed to reproduce the experimental reaction energy, which has been estimated from experiment to be 3.3 kcal/mol by using re-assessed thermodynamics data 11 for the methyl group. 11) 1.7(-11) 1.6(-11) 1.7(-11) 1.7(-11) 1.6(-11) 1.7(-11) 1.6(-11) 1.6(-11) 1.7(-11) 1.5(-11) 1950 1.4(-11) 1.4(-11) 1.5(-11) 1.9(-11) 1.8(-11) 1.9(-11) 1.9(-11) 1.9(-11) 1.9(-11) 1.9(-11) 1.8(-11) 1.9(-11) 1.7(-11) 2000 1.6(-11) 1.6(-11) 1.6(-11) 2.2(-11) 2.0(-11) 2.2(-11) 2.1(-11) 2.1(-11) 2.2(-11) 2.1(-11) 2.1(-11) 2.1 (-11) n.a. 2400 3.8(-11) 3.7(-11) 3.7(-11) 5.1(-11) 4.8(-11) 5.0(-11) 5.0(-11) 4.9(-11) 5.0(-11) 4.9(-11) 4.8(-11) 4.9 (-11) n.a. ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ a from Ref. 10 . b n.a. denotes not available In this supporting information, we present additional dynamics calculations for standard methods, for preliminary parameterized SRP methods, and for our best SRP methods with modified parameterizations. To differentiate the further parameterized SRP surfaces from the four SRP methods present in the text, we label the methods as follows:
(1) for MPWX series, X denotes the percentage of HF exchange. Note that the MC-QCISD-14.8-3.3 is identical to the MC-QCISD-SRP in the text. Table 6 -S: contains the transition state geomtries, vibrational frequencies for surfaces using methods presented in Table 2-S to Table 5-S.   Table 7 -S: contains the vibrational frequencies for reactants and products on the surfaces using methods presented in Table 2-S to Table 5-S.   Table 8 -S: gives the ZPE and barrier heights on the surfaces using methods presented in Table 2 -S to Table 5 -S. Table 9 -S: present multilevel coefficients for MCCM SRP presented in the supporting information. 
